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ABSTRACT: Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) is demonstrated at
terahertz (THz) frequencies by using terahertz time-domain magneto-
spectroscopy to examine vertically aligned nanocomposites (VANs) and
planar thin films of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3. At the Curie temperature (room
temperature), the THz conductivity of the VAN was dramatically
enhanced by over 2 orders of magnitude under the application of a
magnetic field with a non-Drude THz conductivity that increased with
frequency. The direct current (dc) CMR of the VAN is controlled by
extrinsic magnetotransport mechanisms such as spin-polarized tunneling
between nanograins. In contrast, we find that THz CMR is dominated
by intrinsic, intragrain transport: the mean free path was smaller than the nanocolumn size, and the planar thin-film exhibited
similar THz CMR to the VAN. Surprisingly, the observed colossal THz magnetoresistance suggests that the magnetoresistance
can be large for alternating current motion on nanometer length scales, even when the magnetoresistance is negligible on the
macroscopic length scales probed by dc transport. This suggests that colossal magnetoresistance at THz frequencies may find use
in nanoelectronics and in THz optical components controlled by magnetic fields. The VAN can be scaled in thickness while
retaining a high structural quality and offers a larger THz CMR at room temperature than the planar film.
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The colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) of manganite
compounds such as La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 can arise from

intrinsic or extrinsic mechanisms.1 At temperatures below the
Curie temperature Tc, the half-metallic ferromagnet
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 exhibits a finite density of states in the majority
spin band at the chemical potential, while the minority spin
channel has a gap.2 The intrinsic magnetoresistance (MR) of
pure single crystals of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 is linked to the double-
exchange picture of charge transport, where core Mn 3d t2g
spins mediate charge transport. Carriers can travel within the
majority band, derived from Mn 3d eg and O 2p orbitals,2 when
neighboring Mn core spins are aligned. In high quality single
crystals, the intrinsic MR is peaked close to Tc, and large
magnetic fields >1 T are often needed to produce substantial
changes in resistance.1 Here and elsewhere, the MR is defined
as Δρ/ρ0 = (ρB − ρ0)/ρ0, where ρB and ρ0 are the resistivity
with and without a magnetic field B.
Large extrinsic magnetoresistance is found in polycrystalline

and thin-film manganites; it often requires lower magnetic
fields, peaks at temperatures below Tc, and results from spin-
polarized tunneling between different grains.1,3,4 Adding a
second inert material (e.g., a nonmagnetic insulator) creates

more grain boundaries, boosting structural, chemical, and spin
disorder at interfaces, all of which influence the magneto-
resistance.4,5 Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is an ideal way to
create such systems as the materials can spontaneously form
vertically aligned nanocomposites (VANs) of the ferromagnetic
and inert phases, giving considerable control and tunability over
the nature of the interfaces.6−8 For instance, the distance
between ferromagnetic grains and the width of the spin-
disordered interfacial region can be altered by varying the
deposition frequency, yielding an enhanced extrinsic MR for
smaller grain sizes.9 Strained, single-phase films can be grown
with larger thicknesses than their epitaxial planar counterparts,
owing to the structural support given by the scaffold of the inert
phase.
The magneto-optical response at terahertz (THz) frequen-

cies is a powerful probe of material properties, allowing carrier
masses10,11 and spin−orbit coupling strengths12 to be
uncovered for conducting systems. Interesting physical
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phenomena such as the quantum Hall effect13 and the giant
magnetoresistance of ferromagnetic metals14 have been found
to persist up to THz frequencies. In metal heterostructures
exhibiting giant magnetoresistance, a study of the THz
magnetoconductivity found similar THz and dc magneto-
resistances with changes of around 20% in the THz
conductivity induced by B = 100 mT.14 Turning to oxide
systems, colossal magnetoresistance has not been studied at
THz frequencies. In the CMR compounds, changes in the mid-
infrared conductivity under a magnetic field were assigned to
bipolarons breaking into polarons.15,16 Without a magnetic
field, free-carrier absorption in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 in the far-
infrared (THz) was found to follow the Drude line shape,
indicating delocalized intraband transport.17−20

Here we report for the first time that colossal magneto-
resistance exists at THz frequencies, both for a VAN consisting
of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanocolumns embedded within a ZnO
scaffold, and for pure La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 films. The THz CMR
Δρ/ρ0 (for alternating current, ac, resistivity ρ) was found to
grow toward the Curie temperature, reaching −99.9% for the
VAN at 300 K, corresponding to a change by more than 2
orders of magnitude in the THz conductivity. In contrast, the
direct current (dc) CMR for VANs peaks below Tc.

9 The
length scale for charge transport was estimated from the
measured carrier densities and scattering times and found to be
smaller than the grain size at all temperatures below the Curie
temperature. Thus, the conductivity at THz frequencies and the
colossal THz MR appear to be linked to transport within the
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 grains, rather than an extrinsic effect (e.g., spin-
polarized tunneling) associated with the interfaces.
Results and Discussion. Epitaxial La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/ZnO

VAN thin films were grown on (001)-oriented LaAlO3
substrates by pulsed laser deposition.3,9 This substrate was
chosen for its good transparency in the THz region21 and the
proximity of its lattice constant to that of bulk La0.7Sr0.3MnO3.
VANs of separate phases of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 and ZnO were
formed as shown schemetically in Figure 1a with grain widths
of around 10 nm, as established previously using transmission
electron microscopy.3,9 A reference sample of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
without ZnO was grown under similar conditions.
High-resolution X-ray diffraction was used to examine the

crystal structure at room temperature. Figure 1b shows 2θ − ω
scans, where the VAN film exhibits a single (002) peak around
2θ = 46.3°, below the LaAlO3 (002) peak at 48.0°. The single,
sharp peak arises owing to vertical epitaxy with the ZnO phase,
rather than strain control from the LaAlO3 substrate. In
contrast, the pure LSMO film exhibits multiple peaks as a result
of strain relaxation away from the substrate. In-plane lattice
constants were found from the (103) reciprocal space maps
reported in Figure 1d,e. The VAN film had a = 3.862 Å, c =
3.924 Å while the pure film consisted of a component lattice-
matched to the LaAlO3 substrate (which has a pseudocubic
lattice constant 3.789 Å) with a = 3.783 Å, c = 4.017 Å and a
relaxed component with a = 3.845 Å, c = 3.913 Å. The in-plane
lattice constant a for both the VAN and the relaxed component
of the pure film are similar to that of bulk LSMO (3.870 Å).9

The interplanar spacing for ZnO for the (112 ̅0) peak is
d(112̅0) = 3.249 Å, giving 6d(112 ̅0) = 19.63 Å. This is close to
5d(001) = 19.49 Å for LSMO, and thus for every 5 LSMO unit
cells vertically there are 6 ZnO (112 ̅0) planes, as for LSMO/
ZnO VAN films on SrTiO3 substrates.

9

In Figure 1c, the normalized magnetization M(T)/M0 is
reported for field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC)

cases. The reduction in the Curie temperature to Tc = 303 K for
the VAN film in comparison to Tc = 353 K for the pure LSMO
film (data not shown) may arise from the lower volume fraction
of LSMO grains in the VAN film,9 which lowers the mean
magnetic field on each core spin.
The complex optical conductivity σ(ω) was calculated from

the complex transmission, treating the VAN film as a uniform
effective medium.22 Previous work has shown that the ac THz
conductivity of pure LSMO films exhibits free-carrier-like
behavior,17−20 following the Drude-Lorentz model of free-
carrier absorption.22 In this model σ(ω) = σ0/(1 + iωτ) for dc
conductivity σ0 = Ne2τ/m*, where the carrier density, scattering
time and mass are N, τ, and m* respectively. Hence the real
conductivity σ1(ω) peaks at zero frequency with amplitude σ0.
In Figure 2a, the experimental σ1(ω, B = 0) (solid blue line)
can be seen to be in accord with the Drude line shape (dashed
line), as previously reported for pure La0.7Sr0.3MnO3.

17−20

Good agreement is found above 0.5 THz, while the poorer fit in
the 0.3−0.5 THz range is discussed below with reference to
Figure 4d.
The metal−insulator transition (MIT) of the VAN film was

studied at zero magnetic field by examining σ0 from fits to
σ1(ω) at different temperatures. The squares in Figure 2b
indicate σ0 for the VAN film, which was substantially more
conductive at low temperatures, when spins were coaligned.23

For comparison, the dc conductivity ratio σ(T)/σ(T = 10 K)
calculated from ρ(T = 10 K)/ρ(T) is shown by the solid black
line. Whereas the temperature dependence appears similar at
low temperatures, at higher temperatures the THz conductivity
drops more rapidly than the dc conductivity. This difference is
apparent in Figure 2c, where the THz resistivity ratio changes
by nearly 3 orders of magnitude between 10 and 300 K, while
the dc ratio changes by only a factor of 30. The contrasting
temperature dependences of the conductivity may be linked to
(i) dissimilar scattering times probed by THz radiation and

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of VAN film and THz spectroscopy
experiment. The directions of the applied dc magnetic field B, THz
pulse propagation vector, and THz electric field ETHz are shown. Thick
black arrows show the Mn magnetic moments. (b) X-ray diffraction
scans around the (002) peaks of LaAlO3 and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 for the
VAN film (top) and the pure film (bottom), and around (112 ̅0) for
ZnO. (c) Normalized magnetization M(T) /M0 under B = 10 mT for
FC and ZFC cases. (d) Reciprocal space map around the (103) peaks
for LaAlO3 and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 for the VAN film. Cross: (103)
position for bulk La0.7Sr0.3MnO3. (e) Similar to (d) but for the pure
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 film.
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transport: the transport lifetime is weighted by an additional
geometric factor;24 (ii) different transport masses and optical
masses, resulting from the electron−electron interaction, as
seen in other polar oxides;11 (iii) dc and ac conduction arising
from distinct physical processes, or probing different length
scales.
Drude-Lorentz fits to the experimental σ1(ω) (assuming a

constant m* = 3.0me) yielded the evolution of the carrier
density N and scattering time τ with temperature, as indicated
in Figure 2d. The mobile carrier density peaks at low
temperature at 1.7 × 1020 cm−3 and drops toward Tc. The
effective number of carriers per LSMO unit cell is neff ≃ 0.02 at
low temperature, assuming the LSMO is 50% of the VAN film,
and using the unit cell size determined from the X-ray
diffraction results in Figure 1. A similar value of neff(10 K) ≃
0.03 was previously reported18 for bulk LSMO crystals with x =
0.3.
The carrier momentum scattering time τ reported in Figure

2d is relatively independent of temperature and increases
toward Tc, indicating a reduction in the carrier scattering rate at
the lowest densities. Values of the mean-free-path λ can be
estimated from λ = vFτ for Fermi velocity vF = ℏ(3π2N)1/3/m*,
yielding λ ≃ 7 nm at 10 K. The mean-free path lowers with
increasing temperature due to the rapid reduction in N: by 300
K, N < 5 × 1017cm−3, giving λ < 1 nm. Consequently, carriers
remain within the LSMO grains (about 10 nm across9) rather
than tunneling between grains, and the THz conductivity
remains Drude-like across the whole temperature range. This is
in contrast to semiconductor nanocomposites with mean-free-
paths larger than the grain size, where resonant THz
conductivities are observed.22,25

The scattering time of the VAN was marginally higher than
that of the pure film, perhaps as a consequence of the higher
crystalline quality of the VAN evident in Figure 1b,d,e. For
instance, at 300 K the pure LSMO film had τ = 102 fs while for
the VAN τ = 112 fs. The mean-free path for the pure film at
300 K was λ ≃ 3 nm, greater than for the VAN, as the carrier

density N = 2.2 × 1019 cm−3 was higher at this temperature
owing to the pure film’s larger Tc.
The magnetic field dependence of σ1(ω) is reported in

Figure 3, cooled without magnetic field from above room

temperature. At 50 K (panel a), σ1 can be seen to be large,
Drude-like (dashed lines), and to increase slightly for B = 4 T
(red line) in comparison to B = 0 T (blue line). At 200 K
(panel b), the THz conductivity is Drude-like, and the
application of a magnetic field boosts σ1(ω) more significantly
in a manner consistent with an increase in density from N(B =
0) = 3.5 × 1019 cm−3 to N(B = 8 T) = 8.0 × 1019 cm−3

(assuming m* = 3me, independent of B). The scattering time
reduces at higher field, from τ(B = 0) = 94 fs to τ(B = 8 T) =
61 fs.
The greater enhancement in σ1(ω) with B at 200 K in

comparison to that at 50 K can be understood within the
double-exchange picture of MR in the manganites as follows.
The core spins are partially disordered at 200 K (Figure 1c)
with a finite angle θ between nearest neighbor spins. Increasing
B enhances the alignment of nearest neighbor spins, reducing θ.
Both the charge carrier transfer integral for hopping and the
magnetization scale with cos θ/2, and hence both are enhanced
by an applied B.23 At 50 K, nearest neighbor core spins exhibit
less thermal disorder, and therefore σ1 does not alter as
substantially with B.
σ1(ω, B) at the MI transition is reported in Figure 3c.

Although σ1 is negligible for B = 0 (blue line), the application of
a magnetic field creates a conductive medium where σ1
increases with frequency (e.g., purple line, B = 8 T). This is
in stark contrast to the near-Drude behavior of σ1(ω, B) below
Tc seen in Figure 3a,b. The enhanced σ1 with frequency at Tc is
matched by a positive σ2 (not shown) that also increases with
frequency. Linear or slightly sublinear increases in σ1 and σ2
with frequency have been widely studied in amorphous
semiconductors with different physical mechanisms yielding

Figure 2. (a) Frequency-dependence of σ1 for the VAN film at B = 0
and T = 86 K from experiment (solid line) and the Drude-Lorentz
model (dashed line). (b) Temperature-dependence of σ0 for the VAN
film (squares, left axis) compared with the normalized dc conductivity
ρ(T = 10 K)/ρ(T) (line, right axis). (c) THz resistivity normalized by
resistivity at 10 K (squares, σ0(10 K)/σ0(T)) compared with the ratio
ρ(T)/ρ(T = 10 K) for dc transport (line). (d) Mobile carrier density
N (squares, left axis) and scattering time τ (circles, right axis) for the
VAN film, as a function of temperature.

Figure 3. (a) The real part of the THz conductivity, σ1, for the VAN
film at 50 K (solid lines) follows the Drude-Lorentz form (dashed
lines) above 0.5 THz, indicative of delocalized electron transport, both
at B = 0 T (blue) and at B = 4 T (red). (b) Similar to (a) but at 200 K
and for B = 0 → 8 T in 2 T steps. (c) At 300 K, close to Tc = 303 K,
the VAN film has negligible σ1 for B = 0 T (blue line) but substantial
THz conductivity for B ≥ 2 T (colored lines from 2 to 8 T in 2 T
steps). At low frequencies, σ1 is suppressed. (d) Room-temperature
THz σ1 for the pure LSMO film (lines) and Drude-Lorentz fits
(dashed lines).
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the same frequency dependence.26 The quantum mechanical
tunneling of quasiparticles through an energy barrier separating
two locations exhibits σ1 ∝ ω, for both bare quasiparticles and
for small polarons.26 The thermal excitation of classical carriers
over a potential barrier also has the same frequency
dependence.26 Semiconductor nanomaterials have been also
reported to show σ1 ∝ ω and a negative σ2 in the regime where
carrier backscattering from interfaces may occur.22,25

In the present case, the short mean-free path in comparison
to the grain size (discussed above), along with the positive σ2,
suggests that the dominant conductive response at THz
frequencies is from carriers that oscillate within each LSMO
grain, ruling out intergrain transport. The THz conductivity is
therefore a probe of the intrinsic conductivity of each
nanocolumn, rather than the extrinsic conductivity associated
with spin-polarized tunneling between grains. Intragrain
conduction within the VAN has a comparable scattering time
(and therefore mobility) to that of pure LSMO, as τ in both
cases is similar (see above).
The remarkable increase in σ1(ω) with applied magnetic field

demonstrates that colossal magnetoresistance persists up to
THz frequencies. To enable a quantitative comparison between
the magnitude of the colossal THz MR, reported here for the
first time, with the well-known dc CMR effect, we calculated
the magnetoresistance Δρ/ρ0 = σ1(B = 0)/σ1(B) − 1, expressed
as a percentage. In Figure 4a, Δρ/ρ0 is shown as a function of

frequency. For the VAN at 50 K, well below Tc = 303 K, the
THz CMR is small with |Δρ/ρ| ≤ 8% (green crosses). In
contrast, at 200 K the THz CMR is greater and increases with
frequency (blue squares). The increase in Δρ/ρ0 with
frequency can be understood to result from the shorter τ and
larger N under an applied magnetic field: a smaller τ makes
σ1(ω) flatter, enhancing Δρ/ρ0 at high frequencies. The solid
lines in Figure 4a show the modeled Δρ/ρ0 from the Drude-
Lorentz fits. Note that the Drude picture fails at lower

frequencies, where the experimental σ1(ω) deviates from this
simple model (Figure 2a).
Whereas the dc MR vanishes at the Curie temperature,9 the

THz MR is dramatically enhanced by proximity to Tc. At 300
K, the THz MR for the VAN film [red triangles in Figure 4a,b]
can be seen to saturate at close to −100%. The conductivity
changes by over 2 orders of magnitude: for instance, at 1.0 THz
σ(B = 2 T)/σ(B = 0) = 400. Thus, the THz MR is significantly
higher than the largest dc MR reported for LSMO VANs (Δρ/
ρ0 = −30% at 154 K and B = 1 T).9 At room temperature, dc
MR is small for the LSMO VANs at Δρ/ρ0 < 5%.9 Because the
THz conductivity probes local carrier motion within a LSMO
grain, this suggests that on nanometer length scales the MR can
be large, even when it is small on the macroscopic length scales
probed by dc transport.
The increase observed in Δρ/ρ0 close to Tc suggests an

intrinsic origin for the THz CMR effect in the VAN film, in
contrast to the extrinsic effect (spin-polarized tunneling) that
dominates the dc CMR effect. The pure LSMO film may
therefore also be expected to have substantial THz CMR. In
Figure 3d, the THz conductivity σ1(ω, B) is reported for the
pure LSMO film at T = 300 K, below Tc = 353 K. In this case,
the frequency-dependent conductivity is Drude-like over the
whole frequency range. This enables the reduction in σ1(ω) in
the 0.3−0.5 THz range for the VAN film (evident in Figures 2
and 3a,b) to be linked to the effective-medium nature of the
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/ZnO film or to a plasmon response.22,27 Large
increases in σ1 with B can be observed in Figure 3d, similar to
the VAN film at 200 K. The THz MR for the pure LSMO film
is also reported in Figure 4. Both the frequency and magnetic
field dependences of Δρ/ρ0 are similar to the VAN 200 K
results, where extra mobile (Drude-like) electrons were created
under a magnetic field. The magnitude of the THz CMR for
the pure film is sizable, for example, Δρ/ρ0 = −27% at B = 2 T,
300 K, and 1.0 THz. In comparison, the dc MR for pure LSMO
is smaller, peaking at Δρ/ρ0 = −6.4% at 280 K under B = 1 T.9

The relative change in conductivity σ(B = 2 T)/σ(B = 0) = 1.36
at 300 K and 1.0 THz for the planar film is smaller than for the
VAN (σ(B = 2 T)/σ(B = 0) = 400), as the planar material is
still conductive at B = 0 (at 300 K it remains below Tc).
Whereas both the vertically aligned nanostructures and the

pure LSMO film were found to exhibit sizable THz CMR, the
VAN concept is more attractive for future THz devices. For
instance, the VAN film thickness can be readily scaled to
maximize the change in THz transmission, without shifting the
Curie temperature. This may enable THz filters where the
attenuation can be tuned by an applied magnetic field.
Subsequent in-plane patterning of the VAN film would allow
the creation of THz wire-grid polarizers with a transmission
that can be tuned by temperature and/or magnetic-field.
In the following, we discuss some of the different physical

models of the intrinsic CMR effect in the manganites. The
charges in these models can be categorized as either (i) free
charges unimpeded by the polar lattice ions, or (ii) polarons
strongly coupled to the lattice. In the approach by
Ramakrishnan et al., a broad band of mobile electrons derived
from Mn 3d eg states (labeled b) coexists with a narrow band of
localized polarons (labeled l).28 The predicted mobile carrier
fraction for the b-band is neff < 0.1, which is in agreement with
the results herein (neff ≃ 0.02 at 10 K for the VAN), where the
electron density is low in comparison to 1 − x = 0.7.
Alternatively, manganites have been described as magnetic
charge-transfer insulators with transport ascribed to holes with

Figure 4. (a) Frequency-dependence of the colossal THz MR of the
LSMO-ZnO VAN at B = 4 T for T = 50 K (green crosses), T = 200 K
(blue squares), and T = 300 K (red triangles). Data for the pure
LSMO film at T = 300 K are also shown (circles). Fits with the Drude-
Lorentz model are given by the solid lines. (b) Magnetic-field
dependence of CMR. Data obtained from dc magnetotransport (solid
line) on the VAN at T = 200 K can be compared with the MR at 1.0
THz (blue squares). At 300 K and 1.0 THz, the THz MR approaches
100% for the VAN (red triangles), while it is smaller for the pure
LSMO film (circles).
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oxygen p-like character coupled to local moments on the Mn3+

ions.29 At low temperatures, the ferromagnetic exchange
interaction with the Mn d electrons breaks the p-like bipolarons
into mobile hole polarons with a peak neff at low temperature
equal to the hole doping level x = 0.25.29 The small neff from
THz spectroscopy reported here is closer to the eg b-band
description, rather than the p-like hole polaron model but
further work is needed.
The enhanced σ1 (larger absorption) with frequency

reported in Figure 3c under a magnetic field may likewise be
described within either the free carrier or the polaron pictures
of charge transport. Both bare charges and small polarons have
σ1 ∝ ω in amorphous semiconductors,26 as discussed above.
Alternatively, the increase in σ1 with frequency may result from
a change in the spectral weight of a broad infrared absorption
feature between 0.5 and 1.0 eV, which changes significantly
with B near Tc.

1,18,30 This infrared absorption of bulk LSMO
was attributed to interband O 2p→ Mn 3d eg transitions,18

although the exact assignment of features has been debated.1,30

Alexandrov et al. offered the explanation that the transfer of
spectral weight to lower frequencies upon lowering Tc or
increasing B was due to the breaking of bipolarons into
polarons.15,16 The polaron and bipolaron contributions to
σ1(ω) were modeled as broad, Gaussian-like resonances with a
finite σ1 in the THz range.15,16 However, the conductivity
model used diverges as ω → 0, and hence does not adequately
reproduce the experimental Drude-like peak in σ1(ω) at zero ω
for B = 0, or the observation that σ1(ω) → 0 as ω → 0 for B ≥
2 T. Alternative descriptions of σ1(ω) for small polarons
derived from dynamical mean-field theory may suffice.31

Other approaches, including phase separation and percola-
tion models, have also been explored to understand the
electrical properties of the manganites,1,4,32 but the optical
conductivity of these models has yet to be studied. While other
oxides with long-range magnetic or charge order have resonant
absorption features in the THz range, resulting from electro-
magnons33,34 or charge density waves,35 these are not at present
thought to contribute in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, although nanoscale
charge-ordered phases have been reported in manganites.32

In conclusion, the colossal magnetoresistance exhibited by
manganite films has been demonstrated to persist to THz
frequencies for both vertically aligned nanostructures of LSMO
and for planar LSMO thin films. The THz magnetoresistance
was found to exceed the dc magnetoresistance and to approach
−100% at the Curie temperature in magnetic fields of 2 T for
the VAN. Below the Curie temperature, the Drude-like THz
conductivity signified band-like transport for both pure LSMO
and VAN films with small mean-free paths compared to the
grain sizes, indicating that hopping between grains is not
important at THz frequencies. At the Curie temperature, the
application of a magnetic field produced a non-Drude
conductivity with the real part increasing monotonically with
frequency, and possible origins of this trend were discussed.
The local charge transport within a ferromagnetic grain probed
by THz radiation was substantially larger than often found in
macroscopic device transport measurements. This suggests the
promise of this material system for future THz optical and
electronic components, such as magnetically driven modulators.
Future work will study the VAN at higher temperatures, into
the insulating phase, and the planar film at and above the Curie
temperature. By examining VAN films with different grain sizes
and/or fill fractions, the role of interfacial scattering will be
explored.

Methods. La0.7Sr0.3MnO3−ZnO VANs and planar
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 thin films were fabricated by pulsed laser
deposition. A λ = 248 nm KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik)
was focused onto the target with a fluence of 4.5 J cm−2 and a
repetition rate of 1 Hz. During deposition, an oxygen pressure
of 26.7 Pa was introduced to the chamber and the substrate was
heated to 477 K. After deposition, the samples were cooled to
room temperature at a rate of 20 K min−1 under an oxygen
pressure of 26.7 kPa to ensure full oxygenation. Both films were
200 nm thick.
A SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS-5S)

determined the ZFC and FC magnetization of the samples
versus temperature under B = 10 mT. A four-circle X-ray
diffractometer (PANalytical Xpert Pro MRD) with a Cu source
and a 4-bounce hybrid monochromator was used to give pure
K-α1 radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å). A Pixcel detector was used in
scanning mode to collect the 2θ − ω diffraction scans.
Reciprocal space maps were obtained from a collection of 2θ −
ω scans in scanning mode.
Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) allowed

the complex optical conductivity σ(ω) = σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω) to be
determined over the frequency range applicable for intraband
transport.22 THz-TDS was performed under a magnetic field B
≤ 8 T oriented parallel to the growth axis, as shown in Figure
1a, using a custom-made spectrometer with a bandwidth of 1.7
THz. The transmission of the films was obtained at normal
incidence, thereby probing charge transport within and
between grains. The incident THz beam was linearly polarized
along the substrate’s [110] direction in order to avoid
birefringence effects in LaAlO3.

21 The accessible temperature
range in the variable temperature insert of the superconducting
magnet was between 2 and 300 K. Measurements from higher
temperatures (400 K) down to 80 K were performed on a
separate spectrometer at B = 0 with samples mounted in a
nitrogen cryostat and with a wider bandwidth of 2.5 THz.
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